Introducing Altalune Sensual Oracle
The language of the body lives in our senses which are in constant communication through our
sensuality. Altalune Sensual Oracle Cards are a divinatory tool to connect you with this physical
expression of the body.. Altalune {pronounced All-ta-loon} is a 50 card deck for arousing your
body pleasure & in doing so can gently release shame. This colorful, lunar, sex positive & tattoo
flash art themed deck is the newest ArtSpell by Angela Mary Magick, the creatrix of Moon bb
Magick Tarot, as seen in Oprah Magazine. Altalune is a lover, a guide & a portal to the Magick
of your beautiful body, exactly as it is.

How to work with Altalune
Altalune Sensual Oracle Cards are a divination tool rooted in the sensuous nature of your body
& are here for your self love practice. They are also a lover & companion to any tarot deck. Use
alone & as a sexy addition to any tarot reading. Tarot can be an incredible tool for unlocking our
intuition or third eye. Sometimes we need a guide to bring that intuitive mental spark back to our
animal body, Altalune is that very guide because it is linked to each tarot major arcana card &
court card, plus a dozen “ReWilding Cards”. Get to know the cards by their name printed in the
center of each card within the vulva shaped portal of ‘Sheela Na Gig’. Pair with the clearly
marked tarot card it represents and let your imagination, curiosity and spirit of exploration take
over through the prompt on each Altalune Sensual Oracle Card. Decorate you and your lovers’
bodies in Angela Mary Magick’s tattoo flash art, to signal boost your sensuality.
Altalune Sensual Oracle Cards & Moon bb Magick Tarot are lovers & ready to support your
body, mind and Spirit.

Who are Altalune & Sheela
Altalune is a serpent in a love affair with Sheela Na GIg and the moon. They dance with one
another sensuously on each of the first 48 cards in this 50 card divination deck. Placed in the
center of each full color card we encounter wild & mysterious Sheela Na Gig and the moon
phases constantly waxing and waning. Sheela Na Gig, is often thought to be a Celtic
pre-christian, pagan figure. Depicted in stone, these wild eyed carvings hold their squatting
bodies, with legs and knees spread and vulva held wide open with both hands. Sheela Na Gig’s
stories are shrouded in mystery and radically vary depending on the scholar or Witch. These
carved figures can still be found above churches throughout the UK.

Card Care & Love
This deck is created with high quality Art paper cardstock. For the full experience use the deck
in order from Psyche ~The Fool through Dalia ~ The ReWilding card, as a wonderful flip book
where you will watch Altalune travel around Sheela Na Gig.
*IMPORTANT*. Altalune Sensual Oracle Cards are a sacred tool that will change with you and
patina as they go. Not intended for aggressive handling & riffle shuffling. Avoid moisture.
Cleanse with a dry soft cloth.
~ Angela Mary Magick
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Share your love
Use the hashtag #freesheela when posting your “first look” and “unboxing videos” to greater
connect with this potent sacred tool & Angela Mary Magick’s Worldwide Coven on Patreon,
YouTube, Twitter & Instagram

Altalune & Sheela Playlist
Debuting Here October 29th 2021
~ Angela Mary Magick
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